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Why It Matters: Creating and Measuring Successful Online Engagement 

 Session 1: Let’s Talk Online Engagement 

 Q + A Notes 

1.  Julie MacCartee (11:17) Commented that certain of these publicizing tips are more appropriate 
at different stages in the communities evolution – when the community first starts vs. when the 
community is rolling with regular, good content 

2. Mary DeCoster (11:18) Tried an incentive for people to fill out a survey. It worked with getting a 
bigger response. (Answering Yemisi’s discussion question). 

3. Sarah Crass (11:19) Have run a CoP for 8+ years and have hit a plateau after years of growth, so 
began to focus more on quality of engagement 

4. Yemisi (11:20) asks Sarah to elaborate. 
5. 11:21 Stan asks for questions 

a. Sarah Crass mentions we follow your invitation steps each year to make sure new staff 
always feels invited to engaged 

b. Yemisi mentions Julie’s comment above. 
i. Stan confirms you don’t want to publicize inactive communities 

6. Sarah Crass (11:23) follows up on her comment (#3) explaining what their engagement 
measures include 

7. Mia (11:23) Comments that having specific tasks to work on in CoP increases engagement and 
energy. Problem solving breakout sessions by small groups. 

8. Yemisi (11:24) Asks Sarah Crass what kinds of activities they use to deepen engagement 
9. Sarah Crass (11:25) Shares Wash U prof.: “If a person posts 3x/week to a discussion thread for a 

period of 6 weeks, the community will identify them as a leader in that community” 
10. Julie MacCartee (11:26) Are there ways to tell who is consuming but not posting in a 

community vs completely unengaged – are lurkers measureable or identifiable? It seems you 
can usually measure “hits” but not individuals 

11. Shelia Jackson (11:26) Does Stan have ideas of strategies for drawing out lurkers and making 
them active posters? 

12. Sarah Crass (11:28) No way to tell who is doing hits on Sharepoint 2013 
13. Julie MacCartee (11:28) We can see who signs up for webinars, likes FB content…passive 

engagement 
14. Yemisi (11:28) You can tell from the back end who logs in but didn’t post 
15. Sarah Crass (11:28) Gamification around platform orientation works. People engage when you 

give away iPads. 
16. Yemisi (11:30) To Sarah – What implications does that have on budget? Is this an acceptable 

expense? 
17. Shelia (11:30) If people begin a discussion on a blog, how do you move them to a discussion 

forum without losing momentum? 
18. Abhi Goyal (11:30) Comments having events like webinars serve well to get people to talk and 

surge fresh information 
19. Ashleigh Mullinax (11:31) What wiki platform does Deloitte use? 



20. Mary DeCoster (11:32) To Shelia - Challenging to divert people to discussion forum, usually 
doesn’t work. Sometimes carries on in both and takes different direction. 

21. Abhi Goyal (11:33) To Shelia/Mary – Depends on how well you can move content there. If it 
shows up as email threads, that’s helpful. With Adobe Connect, when you close the room, you 
can force all attendees to open a page in their browser. 

22. 11:35 Stan asks for questions 
a. Lurking? 

i. Lurking isn’t bad. 90% are lurkers. If they’re active lurkers, paying attention to 
discussions, attending events – that’s fine. They’re benefitting from the 10% 
who is active. You want everyone to be comfortable posting – asking and 
sharing. That’s a good goal, but if everyone was posting all the time, it would 
become unwieldy. Sounds good in theory but in practice would be undesirable. 
Going through quiet periods is a good thing. You don’t want it to be noisy. Ways 
to make it more active: 

1. Make it comfortable 
2. Ask questions you can’t get wrong, like those at the beginning of this 

webinar 
ii. Make just one place for discussion 

b. More questions: 
i. Wadud – Please explain about community having no or poor internet 

connectivity and most are illiterate 
ii. Wadud – How far is this cost effective? What should be the resource planning, 

b budget, and time period requires to establish and/or operate 
comprehensive system 

23. Ashleigh Mullinax (11:47) @Yemisi – Immediate transition from event to discussion is biggest 
challenge so far? 

a. Yemisi (11:49) Not the biggest. We struggle to get people contribute consistently. 
24. Yemisi (11:47) @Julie, is it expensive to integrate webinar into a community platform (that was 

her comment of what they want to do) 
25. Amelda Zotter (11:48) Can you give examples/types of online discussion boards that are user 

friendly? 
26. Ashleigh Mullinax (11:53) How would you adjust targets for a larger community? For example, 

communities with well over 100 members. 
a. Yemisi (11:55) The frequency of posting/interaction targets? 

27. 11:56 Stan asks for questions 
a. #26: Wouldn’t adjust them much. This should apply to 100+ communities. If it’s too 

small, you need to increase the size first. If it grows in size, you don’t need to necessarily 
increase targets. It may be, but these are pretty much universal goals. 

b. #25: There are many that work. But Yammer is good, also Jive, Social Cast. I have an 
article that keeps changing and updating for tools. Advantage over listserv is user 
interface (photo/name, then post – more visual, more similar to social media tools). All 
pretty similar, pros and cons, wouldn’t endorse one over the other. All should have:  1) 
intuitive interface, 2) really good way to subscribe so users know when new posts are 
made (emails, alerts, whatever), and 3) can you integrate it with your other tools 
(website). 

28. Julie MacCartee (12:03) To all – what are most active and useful online communities you have 
been a part of, prof or not? 

a. Ashleigh Mullinax – Facebook  



b. Julie – askamanager.com and Facebook groups 
c. Yemisi – Facebook, but the info/knowledge is transient and easily lost…how do we 

capture this? 
i. Julie – True, they go away (but have good search) But it’s ok that people ask the 

same questions over and over. Maybe that’s how it is now. People learn from 
active discussions, not archived info 

ii. Holly – @Julie I agree 
29. Ashleigh Mullinax (12:07) What wiki platform did Stan use at Deloitte? (repeated Q, #19) 

a. KDAD uses WIkispaces, but curious about what others are using 
30. Sbutler (12:09) In using Wiki, how do you monitor accuracy of information and quality of 

response? Do you recommend having a content editor or someone who reviews uploads/edits 
before posting? 

31. 12:10 Stan opens up floor for questions 
a. #29 & #30: When I first joined Delloite, we were using Media Wiki, but then that retired 

and now we’re using SharePoint’s Wiki capability. For monitoring content and accuracy 
review, I think Wiki is a platform that doesn’t want formal review – some platforms do. 
The way Wiki culture is that if someone posts something wrong, someone else in the 
community will correct it. The community collectively represents the knowledge 
authority. When someone sees something that’s not right, they can contact poster or 
change it themselves. If it’s particularly damaging, the monitor can remove it – but that 
doesn’t happen very much. Community monitoring and editing, not authoritarian 
approach. 

b. Adrienne: We redirect our discussions and posts back to main website, but we also want 
easy-to-use platforms. Should we be using existing social media platform that are 
recognizable and transitioning that to a discussion platform on website, or should they 
be more of a support platform? 

i. It all depends on the nature of the community. If there is a publicly available 
platform that everyone uses, do it. Start with easiest approach and move to 
more complicated if you have to. People already on Facebook, so it’s convenient 
to use that because they don’t have to join another tool. So that’s reasonable, 
unless there’s a reason you can’t (security, policy, etc.) If you can, start there 
and stay there! There’s something called Facebook at Work now. There’s also 
LinkedIn Groups. We use Yahoo Groups. It was created in 2005 and we’ve 
continued to use it – not the latest or most sophisticated, but it does everything 
we need, so we’ve continued to use it. 

c. Yemisi: We’ve been toying with incentivizing for engagement. Would this only work or 
be more effective with a well-established community, or would there be some value in a 
community just starting out? 

i. I think there is, listen to a webinar I did recently about Gamification (see it at my 
website). You can use points, incentive, gamification in a new community. 
You’re trying to get people to join and make initial posts. If you offer incentives 
for that, no matter what, people take the clue. Example, on LinkedIn you get an 
indicator for how complete your profile. This motivates people to get to 100%. 
They get what they want and you get what they want. 

 

 


